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	CCENT: Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician Study Guide: ICND1 (Exam 640-822 With CD), 9780470247020 (0470247029), Sybex, 2008
Expert exam prep from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle
    Start your preparation here for Cisco's new CCENT entry-level networking certification, your entry point into Cisco's popular CCNA certification track. This comprehensive study guide from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle thoroughly prepares you for the Interconnecting Cisco Networking Devices, Part 1 exam (640-822) and the start of a career, with pages of exam essentials, real-world scenarios, and hands-on exercises. Topics include the operation of data networks, how to implement both switched and routed networks, and much more.      

	
        Full coverage of all exam objectives in a systematic approach, so you can be confident you're getting the instruction you need for the exam      

    
	
        Practical hands-on exercises to reinforce critical skills      

    
	
        Real-world scenarios that put what you've learned in the context of actual job roles      

    
	
        Challenging review questions in each chapter to prepare you for exam day      

    
	
        Exam Essentials, a key feature in each chapter that identifies critical areas you must become proficient in before taking the exam      

    
	
        A handy tear card that maps every official exam objective to the corresponding chapter in the book, so you can track your exam prep objective by objective      

    


    Look inside for complete coverage of all exam objectives.     

       About the Author
   

Todd Lammle, CCSI, CCNA/CCNP/CCSP, MCSE, CEH/CHFI, FCC RF Licensed, is the authority on Cisco certification. He is a world-renowned author, speaker, trainer, and consultant. Todd has over 25 years of experience working with LANs, WANs, and large licensed and unlicensed wireless networks. He is President of GlobalNet Training and Consulting, Inc., a network integration and training firm based in Dallas. You can reach Todd through his forum at www.lammle.com.
    Go to www.SytexTestSuccess.com for more information about our online test prep product, powered by ExamWeb       
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Intelligent Systems: Approximation by Artificial Neural Networks (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2011

	This brief monograph is the first one to deal exclusively with the quantitative approximation by artificial neural networks to the identity-unit operator. Here we study with rates the approximation properties of the "right" sigmoidal and hyperbolic tangent artificial neural network positive linear operators. In particular we study...


		

Structural Geology Algorithms: Vectors and TensorsCambridge University Press, 2012

	State-of-the-art analysis of geological structures has become increasingly quantitative but traditionally, graphical methods are used in teaching. This innovative lab book provides a unified methodology for problem-solving in structural geology using linear algebra and computation. Assuming only limited mathematical training, the book begins...


		

HTML & XHTML DeMYSTiFieDMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Congratulations! Your purchase of this book shows that you are a highly motivated student. You want as much out of your HTML class as possible. This book will help you to become the best HTML developer possible.


	Hard stuff made easy! Your practical, self-paced guide to HTML and XHTML


	HTML and XHTML Demystified...





	

3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...

		

Nonlinear RF Circuits and Nonlinear Vector Network AnalyzersCambridge University Press, 2011

	With increasingly low-cost and power-efficient RF electronics demanded by today's wireless communication systems, it is essential to keep up to speed with new developments. This book presents key advances in the field that you need to know about and emerging patterns in large-signal measurement techniques, modeling and nonlinear circuit...


		

Defects and Deterioration in Buildings: A Practical Guide To The Science Of Material FailureTaylor & Francis, 2001
A good starting point to develop a sound understanding of those building problems that they will frequently encounter. Journal of Architectural Conservation July 2001

'All readers will likely learn a thing or two from this book' -Suzann D.Turner, APT Bulletin
...
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